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EDITORIAL

I went to the opening day of the Model Engineer- . ^ ^^
ing Exhibition in London yesterday where Imet alot of oia I were all

panorama. It would seem that this multiplicity of n™«J*™1** Apposed to the early
asense of appreciation for their very high quality 2cirlfri"lT"l talking point
days of the hobby when new figures were so few that their arrival w
for months.

them.

The hobby is getting an amazing amount of public exposure these days and the

mystical and incomprehensible as to be about as thrilling as watching awoman knitt
ing Sow can one expect complete novices or people without any P^r contact wxth
wargaming to understand unexplained movements of troops accompanied by such »£*" ,
expressions as »Y6u must take a reaction test and then fight 1* ranks of your men
The fact Xa? 20-sided dice were also being used added to the yys^°^.^^ne "atmosphere. If demonstration wargames are to be of any value to ^jjobby then the

today are going to frighten away rather than attract newcomers to the nobby.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER i> edited and published from:-
69 Hill Lane. Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI SAD

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5«70 in U.S.A. and Canada),

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page
Half Page

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cents) per word.

£1.50p (/ft-.OO)
75p (#2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

Although the British Army as we know it was not
raised until 1660, it inherited so much from the regi
ments who fought on both sides in the Civil Wars that
they must be included in this survey. By 1660 the
heavily armed pikeman had virtually disappeared and
will not be considered; incidentally he was so weigh
ed down by his armour that he was not available for
picket duties or night guards. The musketeers wore
no armour and, according to Firth, carried a load of
over 60 lb; Buchan puts it higher. A reliable contemporary authority, Sir James
Turner, writing in 167O, says - "each man should carry his own knapsack and four or
five days provision of meat and two lb of bread and cheese per diem. In his knapsack
he should carry two shirts and two pairs of stockings, a pair of shoes and at his
girdle a hatchet. This would not weigh as much as (the pikeman's) head piece and
corslet." The knapsack of canvas or fur, slung over one shoulder, dated from 1631.
We should call it a haversack. Firth states that seven days' biscuit and cheese were
carried, at the rate of a pound of the former and half a pound of the latter per diem.
The knapsack cost ninepence.

00O00

It can easily be claimed that the most significant single factor that changed
all the old traditions and concepts of mediaeval fighting techniques was the develop
ment of the longbow in the hands of English peasants directed by brilliant and far-
seeing leaders.

00O00

The doubtless apocryphal story of the Horse Artillery officer of the old days,
who is supposed to have said "How we could gallop if it wasn't for these damned
^uns', had no counterpart among the Mountain Battery officers. They merely claimed
that they could take their guns anywhere where a man could go, and did so. They and
their men were not less renowned for their hawk-like vision, which could pick out the
lone Afridi sniper on the distant hillside who was annoying the advance with his
modern rifle. Whether they and their pack mules are a thing of the past must still
be a moot point; in their day they were among many other things, probably as compe
tent users of a pack-saddle as were to be found anywhere. The hillmen said they
feared "not the child-rifle, but the devil guns, which killed half-a-dozen men with
one shot (shell), which burst and threw up splinters, as deadly as the shots them
selves."

00O00—-

The Abyssinian expedition of 1868 is notable because of the adaptation of
mechanical and scientific discoveries to the business of war. These included a

telegraph line and the use of photography; a corps of signallers was also in the
field. It was also the first appearance in the field of a British breech-loading
rifle.

00O00

In 1881 the rifles used in the British service were the Martini-Henry and Snider
Enfield, and carbines having the same constructors' names were used by the artillery,
with the Westley-Richards carbine for the cavalry.

Th'.; Martini-Henry rifle was far superior to any of its predecessors. The inside
of the barrel was constructed with grooves, so as to give the bullet a twist when
leaving. These were seven in number. The rifle, with the bayonet fixed, was 5 feet
11-J inches in length. The trajectory was 8.1 feet when the rifle was sighted for
shooting at 500 yards, and the velocity of the bullet in the'air was 1,320 feet per
second. The bullet turned round once in twenty-two inches.

00O00

HINT OF TH:J MONTH by M.R.Oliver.

I may be teaching my grandmother or mouthing heresies, but in "War Games" you
mention the problems of weight, etc., for sand tables (especially dampened ones). For
my own 8' x **•' table I use sawdust, which can be compacted by hand pressure on the
table without the use of water, and is much lighter than sand. If you think the
suggestion warrants use in print, please feel free.
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RUSSIAN ADVANCES

TOWARDS THE

NORTH-JEST

FRONTIER OF

BRITISH INDIA

by

Ted Herbert

INTRODUCTION:

A recent edit
orial of the War-
gamer's Newsletter
mentioned that Don
ald Featherstone
was planning a
Russian Army of the.
1880's who were go
ing to come down
through Afghanistan
and give a lot of
trouble on the
North-West Frontier
of India. I have
just completed a Fig.2

Private of the 4th Turkestan set of rules for
Rifle Battalion. Dark green "afgaming in the Cossack of the 5th Orenburg
uniform with crimson Piping colonial period regiment. Dark green~uniform
on. cap band and collar and 1865-1900; in com-wi"th light blue cap band and
crimson shoulder straps. piling an appendixGh°ulder straps (yellow pipinp
rvwM„.i .. • dealing with the 0n bo™.). •*? X 6
organisation and tartiro nf 4-u. . °

ences giving delailfo^thf RulslafrSces^T ^iV "**>**• —1 refer-
19th century and I have collected Lckrrounir*SS5^4^ in the ^ quarter of the
Anglo-Russian confrontation in this area L ?fct £?*** ?' n°8t interesting
penetrated the North-West Frontier IiJI*. t nJ* Russians never seriously
tried to stir up the pllta^^:*^^!^ i ^ V* ^-^-provocateurs
very grave and in 1885 over haff the Indian El!" NeVe5*??le8«• th* situation was

—- — tan against a^^T^J^^-^^^^^^
{^a*si?LSi.iriSs23 intoe?r'ussiaanimDe th: raid-i8th «—• ^lishing lines of military posts along Jhe IxLltnl TvonT™ *' !Pf°CeSS °f estab"
forward as circumstances permitted; by introducing f,!! • 'Gradually pushing these
xng assemblies of the triW, hv "JLlL";?_ ??ln? ?.ussian oncers into the govern-

,,° «vm0i«aB Dy otner invaders Tr, th*-.. ,, .--*-<-~---—e „uc <-i-ioesmen

Hordes of the Kirghiz Steppes 111 came d „ "' "J" **lttle« Middle and <*•*
came the Khanates of Khiva and Khokand anTtht ^t 'T^™' NeXt °n the ^
states collectively formed the geographical areHou W B°kh3ra! theSS in«*eP«dent
inhabitants from the Uzbeg, Sart, ladjij KirSS* aL^S 2^ T"rkestan «* contained
cities such as Samarkand, which o 'h and Turkoman tribes living in
Russians first invaded ruxkeatan 3E «J C o ?ntres for oriental commerce. T

PI •——»*•»« J-mpeiiaiism. ./hen I

provoked »egrossioo anrporlJai^t ;aaiodS-°;ot/^°U"C^tthat th° a"ack "« «-

P nying map), those running from Tashkent through



the Passes of the Tian-shan mountains (Terek Pass 12000 ft) to Kashgar and thence
via Yarkand to Chitral and Kashmir (over passes of 14-17800 ft); those leading fror.->
Samarkand and Bokhara over the Hindu-Kush Mountains to Kabul ana Jellalabad and

thence through the Khyber i'ass to India; and those which converged on Herat and led
via Kandahar to the Bolan Pass and Baluchistan. In addition there was the possibil
ity of an attack from the southern coast of Persia, under Turkish control, but al
most incapable of resistance against the Russians because of a recent famine. The
defending forces on the North-West Frontier had to cover all these approaches;
lateral communication was very difficult and once assigned to a particular valley,
a force would be virtually isolated there. The Russians, of course, had even great
er terrain problems to overcome in any invasion, with arid wastes or high passes to
cross whichever way they decided to come. An absorbing account of possible routes
for the Russian invasion is given in John Masters' novel, "The Lotus and the Wind".

Since uniform and organisational detail is fairly accessible for 3ritish and
Indian forces of the period, the following description is limited to the Russian
forces, mostly those in Turkestan, who would probably be the first Russian troops to
come into action.

ORGANISATION:

In 1890, the Intelligence Division of the War Office published the following
details of Russian forces in Turkestan; I assume that the composition was roughly
the same five years earlier.

1 Brigade of 4 battalions of Turkestan Rifles, each battalion consisting of 21
officers and 96O men on a war footing.

20 Battalions of Turkestan Frontier Troops (numbered 1-20), each battalion con
sisting of 21 officers and 960 men.

3 Regiments (4th, 5th and 6th) of Orenburg Cossacks, each regiment being com
posed of 4 squadrons and consisting of 15 officers and 600 men on a war footing.

2 Regiment (2nd) of Ural Cossacks, of 4 squadrons.
2 Squadrons of Astrakhan Cossacks, each squadron consisting of 3 officers and

118 men.
1 Turkestan brigade of 7 artillery batteries, each of 8 Guns.
No. 1 and 2 batteries had heavy field guns (4.2" guns, 6 officers and 236 men).

No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 batteries had light field guns (3.42" guns, 6 officers and 204 men
per battery). No. 7 battery was a mountain battery (2.5" guns, 6 officers and 233
men).

2 Orenburg horse battery (2nd), with 6 guns of 3.42" calibre, 5 officers and
180 men.

1 Turkestan mountain horse battery with 6 guns of 3»42" calibre, 5 officers and
181 men.

Half-battalion of Turkestan sappers, 14 officers and 480 men, divided into 2
companies.

12 i-ocal infantry detachments, each of 100-300 men.
2 Fortress companies of artillery, 224 men at Samarkand and 224 men at Tashkent.

The total complement in Vurkestan was 25,038 infantry, 3*074 cavalry, 2,492
artillerymen, 525 sappers, 2,583 local infantry and 448 local artillerymen (grand
total 34,190 men and 68 guns). In any major engagement, troops would probably be
fed in from other areas. For example, another field force was bfsed in adjacent
Transcaspia and 2 battalions of railway troops, 2 brigades of Transcaspian Rifles,
several regiments of Kuban, Taman, and Kavkaz Cossack Cavalry and supporting troops
could be sent to Turkestan. From further afield, the East and West Siberian Rifle
Battalions could bo drafted, and even units of the Guard pressed into service to
provide a proportion of high-quality troops.

The military Governor-General of Turkestan also commanded a half-division of
boats on the Aral Sea; this flotilla was available for use on the Oxus River to the
North of Afghanistan and consisted of 1 launch (2 guns) and 4 steamers (1-5 guns),
with an effective strength of 3 officers and 318 men.

D£lLL:

i'he Russian infantry marched at 116-120 paces per minute in quick time (a pace
was 28" so they would cover 90-93 yards per minute; 2-£ miles per hour; 13i-l6-j- miles
per 7-9 hour day; and 66 miles per week including 2 rest days). At the double, they
covered 210 yards per minute; corresponding British distances were 100 yards per
minute in quick time and 151 yards per minute at the double - slow time of 62.5
yuras per tainute was used only for parade movements or by recruits. Field artillery
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Terry Griner (of U.S.A.)

Regarding the article To the Tenth Power (Counsels of War October/November 1971);
I had heard somewhere that one can do anything with figures. This article certainly
illustrates that point. I had somehow always thought of a figure representing X
number of men standing in line with a certain frontage which is used to figure scale.
The idea that the figure represented a number of men standing on each other's
shoulders is certainly novel to me. Maintaining a true vertical scale instead of a
true horizontal scale on the wargames table will cause a certain problem, or two.
For example, a ridge that is supposed to represent a series of contour rising to a
height of 200 feet will have to be built up on the wargames table to a height of 100
mm. To use very many hills on the table will certainly require a lot of materials
from which to build them. Such hills will be very hard to climb (especially if the
men persist in standing upon each others shoulders to the height of ten men.)

Also, Mr. Scott is certainly fortunate that the figures he is using are 30mm and
that he chose to have one figure represent ten men. If he had chosen to have the men
stand on each others shoulders to a height of twenty (instead of ten) he would have
found himself with 1 foot equal to -4mm and 3 inches would equal 100 yards. The rami
fications upon the frontages necessary to accommodate these height calculations. If
the figures have a base even as small as -jrram, this means that the ten men that Mr.
Scott has the figure representing will occupy a frontage of only one actual foot.
Even if the figures are on a base that is as wide as 2mm, the figure's actual front
age would still only be some four feet. Those soldiers certainly MUST be standing
on each others shoulders.

Using Mr. Scott's proposed scale and figuring that the ten men have come down
off each other's shoulders and are in a double line formation, and that the five-man
front is crowded together so that it only takes up a frontage of ten actual feet, one
would still need a stand that is 5mm wide to represent these ten men, on the table.
Such a stand is very close in size to the ones that I use (and is in fairly common
use). However, most wargamers I know use this stand size to represent a company or
squadron numbering over 100.

Mr. Scott's article has opened my eyes, however. I am sure that everyone knows
that an army travels on its stomach. Now I happen to have a figure that is holding
a biscuit in his hand. If the man represents 20 men in the chow line, then the
biscuit must represent the length of 20 biscuits laid end-to-end. I am sure that by
measuring the biscuit and then dividing by twenty, I shall arrive at the basis for a
perfect scale to wargame by! The only thing that worries me is that I am not sure
whether the men were issued one biscuit at chow or whether they were issued two, in
which case, my scale will have to be cut in half. I guess the only answer is more
research.

While I agree that Wargamer's Newsletter is not necessarily the best name for
your magazine, I for one would hate to see you change the name. It has been identi
fied with one of the best publications in the wargaraes field for so many years that
it seems a real shame to have it disappear. I think that everyone knows what the
name WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER stands for well enough that further description is not
really necessary.

-—00O00

"Please could you print my plea for a local opponent in the Nottingham area.
I am interested in every period except the Modern era and the Crimean War.

I have a large Napoleonic Army, a large American Civil War Army as well as
many other troops from the Ancient period and many other troops from the 18th and
19th centuries."

Keith Oliver,
35 Dungannon Road,
Clifton,
Nottingham NG11 9BE.



WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMER

TICK?

by

Michael Hursthouse

Well, that's it then, one gear's subscription completed and -other oneway.
This marks just over ayear V'HSI^d^^iSS.bii research and experimentingthat Iwould have liked: though.^^^^"^rdeLed into various aspects ofwith rules, set up my American Civil War Anrtjjt "J^ there have been no
wargaming. I have still not completed minting my tr P , orimitive.
attempts at acampaign, and the jamesboard ^£^^ 2£«"«d enormously -Nevertheless, my wnole appreciation of the "^tary r 1^^ ^
looking back over my original set of rules it seems
devised anything like themI

,hose rules ««e for Vj**™*™^ "«. ^In^U^heTi^
determined to fight »apoleonxe -»^»°« J"£,^0 Bak. mv own. In just 5days
r^tSS S*.£ »P -»-1fo aSS.. Plastieine-hased, o„ltari fiat.. Th.
cost was 6/- and chronic eye strain!

Those were the days! There were 20 men and ^^^.g'SS/STai,the British ail wore red and white jnxforaswxth-black boots an. th^ ^̂
white and black and no fuss about it! It may *ive the l ^ infcerested
though Iwas vaguely aware this was "ot.^* *fU^inF back now, Irealise Ihadin the game - and anyway I couldn't be bothered. Looking ha• in the
some great times with these stalwarts, ^f^^'f^fbattlefield, that squares

and the French were all left handed!

»-iv-* bi„"x r^rr^rsnLt:ot:Lr"j:s,civfo1)ro3or«i-hav?oe?!n
working on that ever since. I starLed, iike so m jr changed this atti-

tactical and strategical scale, and .» r«lat"';» ^•^.^"id colu«n-lin.-»au»ro„a,s Ithin, it has its *««*. over £ ';J ^ „ot deride lt,
S5STj-£°ySSL STo^S SS and each period has its advantages.

4s for the hobtv itself, it see»s to he undergoino aperiod £*•£*••>£•&
(Nowadays wargaMng finds itself in .amines, 'el«*""nc^J *^„J - the ranks areheins adopted by the Dak. of Edinhnreh Scheie as .nolfrcralobby „ s litswelling !n this ounday's ^spaper hr re -he draaatlcta^ ^ j^,
by controversy ")• iernaps wis yirj ^ ..___ __. bound to be people whofound its feet. When this sort of situation arises, there are bound t p p
set themselves up as Central Committees, ^rgames r - jjj-^j£ J the Annualundergoing some sort of metamorphosis right now. ^ether,, for ins , flourish

££ argents arc a thi„E of the past an^.n.re £•/£•"tS°22 S^nS-
bring ud any arguments and problems. If that day ever «ri „,.._„...„ willtiveGbui good-natured, individual but gregarxous animal they call "J^^^
have passed into the annals oratory! Until t^ we will g ^^ fiut
ther^ain! iTll^Ve %ZgSi would^pfain, uncomplicated secret agents
or political theorists!



:. NORTH AMERICAN CAMPAIGN (Continued)

by

Bob Stone

FIRST BATTLE OF TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

May 26th, 19^7

After their efforts were frustrated in Connecticut, the Germans swung their
Panzer forces to the south in an attempt to catch the Allies off guard. On May 20th

19^7 Axis forces rattled into New Jersey and found little opposition until their ad
vance rolled up to the outskirts of Trenton. Here they met resistance from a com

bined Allied task force which had been waiting to pounce on the unsuspecting Germans.

The following Allied armoured units awaited the Panzers in Trenton:

12th Self-propelled Artillery Company (25 M7 Priests).
3rd Company, 9th Royal Tank Regiment (10 Churchill VII).
1st and 2nd Companies, 9th Armoured Brigade (28 Shermans).
79th Scout Platoon (5 Daimler Mk II).

Opposing them were these Axis units:

596th Heavy Tank Battalion (10 Tiger I).
93rd Heavy Anti-tank Company (5 PzJagd Elefants).
35th Panzer Regiment (35 PzKpfw IV H).
1st Company, Italian 73rd Infantry Regt. "II Duce" (5 SdKfz 251/1).

Although the Germans knew from prior experience that the Allies took pains to
evacuate all civilians from possible battle areas, they approached the town cautious
ly* just in case an evacuation had not been carried out. This caution cost the
Germans dearly, for as they were slowly creeping toward the town a hurricane artill
ery barrage put down by the Allies' M7's enveloped their formation. The Priests had
range on the enemy tanks and were firing from behind the town.

What had been an orderly advance became a mad scramble for the safety of the
town as the Panzers flooded across the approaches to the town. The accuracy of the
Allied artillery was devastating to the German armour. Soon the Italian infantry
lost the support of all the Tiger I's and all but one of the escorting Elefants. The
Panzer IV H companies tried to continue the advance on Trenton with the Italian APC's
following close behind, but to no avail. The enemy artillery soon caused their
numbers to dwindle.

Finally the Germans were forced to retire from the field of battle, stopped at
the gates of Trenton. But this defeat only strengthened the German Army's determina
tion to smash the myth of Allied invincibility in battle. There was sure to be a
Second Battle of Trenton. Meanwhile, the battles at sea have not lost their inten
sity or importance.

ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC - May 29th 19-

by

David Clark

As the sun rises on a rare calm day in mid-Atlantic, an Axis convoy of 7 trim
merchantmen steams over the horizon. Escorted by 5 old Italian destroyers, it is
headed for New York with armoured vehicles and ammunition. Already 3 ships have
fallen prey to a Free British wolf pack. Now, a new danger looms at mid-day. Five
marauding Free British destroyers steam into view with bones in their teeth, intent
on concluding a piece of unfinished business.

The Italians square off for action, dashing to intercept the enemy at k2 knots.
Forces involved are:

Italian (Navigatori Class) - DD Antonio Da Noli
DD Antonio Pigafetta
DD Leone Pancaldo



DD Luca Tarigo
DD Antonio da Mosto

Free British ("N" Class) - DD iiapier
DD Nerissa

DD Nepal

DD Norseman

DD Nestor

The two forces close at a combined speed of 78 knots. The vessels of both sides
shudder and shake at top speed. The commanders hold fire until 12,000 yards and
closer. Then both sides let loose with an earsplitting roar.

In quick order, NESTOR, DA NOLI and TARIGO are staggered by heavy shellfire.
Soon they are blazing wrecks. In the welter of in-fighting, the British rate of fire
begins to smother the Italians. Nevertheless, the battle is fierce. NERISSA,
heavily damaged, is forced to scuttle, but not before ripping the PANCALDO with
shells. Battered FIGAFETTA cuts loose on NORSEMAN, dying in a hail of return fire
from the British.

Soon the odds are three-two in favour of the British. DA Mosto and PANCALDO

begin a fighting retreat. It is too late. After a prolonged fight, they haul down
their flags and scuttle. With their battered remaining destroyers, the Free British
chase down the convoy. Seven merchantmen find themselves under escort to Boston,
after escape attempts earn warning shots. Survivors from the lost Allied destroyers
man them.

For the Free British, it is just another instalment in their revenge. The war
is far from being won.

00O00

As we return to the land war, the outlook is grave for the Axis troops, who seem
to be penned in by their enemies and unable to break out into the open, which would
be their only chance for victory.

The Germans are therefore bound and determined to take Trenton by storm. To
this end they reshuffle their forces in the south accordingly, bringing up fresh
formations and hoping their new strength will be a tonic to the New Jersey campaign.

The Allies, on the other hand, are supremely elated at their string of victories
in the last month, and are evidently becoming more and more adept at defensive
battles. They carefully note information coming in on the new Axis units gathering
before Trenton, and do some gathering of their own.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Pafte 23.

U.S.A. contains, in addition to many advertisments, articles on the Jagdpanzer IV;
Modelling German Tanks; Model Aircraft; Combat Troops of the Luftwaffe; an illustra
ted article on a large Napoleonic wargame reconstruction of Waterloo.

THE WARGAMER - September 1971. This American publication contains illustrated
articles on Building with Balsa; Combat Value of Bands; Fire Power Charts; Map Con
versions; Spraying Figures; Tank Tactics plus book and figure reviews etc.

00O00

LETTERS - Continued from Pa^e 17

"Unhappily, I am writing to bring to your attention some anomalies in your maga
zine. Firstly, in December's issue the failings of "Make Your Own Army" were pointed
out. I agree that this article is rather pathetic, and a wargamer with a knife and a
piece of Barbola can generally think up reasonable conversions schemes. I also have
some minor moans about your first and second battles of Bridgeport. The Soviet
forces were called 'not much' but they constituted nearly half of the Allies heavy
tanks. This leads me on to the point of no infantry! I would have thought that in
the actual town itself, German troops scattered about with a few Panzerfaust and a
cannon or two in support would have slowed the Allies up considerably. The games
seemed to be huge killing matches between tanks and artillery involving little or no
skill or finesse."

C. Trustram of Cheshire.
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WARGAMING IN MEDIAEVAL JAPANESE PERIOD

by

E. T. Hall

After receiving the Newsletter for over three
years I cannot once remember reading any article
vaguely associated with that most interesting (to
me anyway!) of warlike states - Ancient or Mediaeval

,, ,, , Japan. The following information and ideas I thus
STSTStt'Sl^ti thought might be of interest to many otherwise un-

0f„„,• informed or previously uninterested readers of the
Newsletter.

For wargaming purposes and military enthusi
asts in general the warlike culture and institutions of Ancient Japan hold a wealth
of interest which grows with prolonged contact. The earliest known Japanese armour
was known as 'Tanko' armour and was very similar to the advanced plate armour worn
in Europe, in the early 15th, late 14th centuries, in its basic form - that is the
hooped skirt armour and lobster type shoulder guards and helmet with the typical
tubular arm guards and the iron cuirass. In the late 5th century, however, under
Asiatic influence, a new type of armour the 'Keiko' or lamellar armour (consisting
of many small plates laced with leather) often seen on Greek warriors of an earlier
period - in fact the Keiko could be directly traced back in this direction.

By the 11th century the 'Yoroi' the well known armour of the mounted soldier,
examples of which can be seen in such films as the "Throne of Blood" (Japanese
Macbeth) and the "Seven Samurai" and indeed many more, had reached its full develop
ment. At this period - the Kamakura Period - from around 1186-1333 warfare consist
ed of many mounted samurai supported by small groups of infantrymen in fast moving
encounters. For wargaming this could, with very few figures say 5 or 6 mounted and
20 or so infantry for each side, make a very interesting battle. The main weapon of
the Samurai was the longbow while the foot soldier carried the spear and both also
wore various swords and dirks. This period in fact would make a good personalised
wargame as Samurai rivalry was much akin to mediaeval single combat.

To keep it as short as possible, however, perhaps the most interesting period
for the wargamer is the Momoyama Period (1573-1602) the 'Sengoku jidai' - Age of
Battles. The Samurai were by now fighting on foot as well as on horse with both
sword, spear and bow and in battle they either led the attack on horse or supported
the groups of well disciplined infantry who now had appeared as a main factor on the
battlefield. Just as in Europe the musket (matchlock) was now in use with many
companies of infantry as well as the spear and bow although I would have said that
it should be given the same, or even less, effect on the battlefield as its European
counterpart.

Some idea of the massive armies then in use is given by the Battle of Sekigahara
where Tokugawa Iyeyasu with 80,000 men defeated Hideyori's 130,000 men in 1600 leav
ing 30,000 dead on the battlefield. A point which many people are often surprised
to here is that Japanese armour, especially of this period, was bullet-proof, the
deep test marks in many Yoroi are proof of this fact.

The obvious snag with all this is "Where do I get the figures from?" Unfortun
ately I know of no firm making anything smaller than 54mm Japanese figures. Up till
now, however, I have found that with a little patience the Airfix "Robin Hood" and
"Sheriff of Nottingham" will convert to presentable Samurai or any other Japanese
troops, in bunches of 10 or so these figures look quite good.

Should you decide to print this the explanations given are really rather brief
so if anyone is interested further the small bibliography below gives a range of
some of the best books on the subject.

"The Armour Book in Honcho-Gunkiko" by Arai Hakuseki, edited by H.Russell-
Robinson, London 1964.

"History of Japanese Costume" by Josiah Condon (Vol II - Armour) (Hard to come
by.)

Any of the books by H.Russell Robinson - especially if it is available "A Short
History of Japanese Armour" which is a Ministry of Public Building and Works publica
tion and is obtainable probably from any of the large National Museums or H.M.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2k
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Lenard W.Lakofka

(President of the U.S. International Federation of Wargaming)

I have seen a large number of letters in Wargamer's Newsletter that have
attempted oexplain "Ihe American Scene", yet, Imust conjecture ^«*^gS"
tulations have not fully told the story of Wargaming in America "f^/^^.S.
my own credentials to discuss this topic I feel that as President of the largest
Wargaming Club I should venture an opinion.

In the U.S. the problem is one of communication. Wargamers join that hobbybecause^ tSey are 1) military historians (2) persons enjoying intellectual competx-
Hnn or t-z) are military buffs. These three groups mterco-operate in the tnree
major "aims S (?) boaragaming (2) miniatures and (3) DiPlo-tic^^f games.
But lines of communication, among these facets, are far more developed and active
in the broad grouping of persons who ascribe to the *oardga»ing credotg£J™»*
anv others. Clubs that actively carry on miniature wargaming of the apoleonic.
Feudal African Civil War or Modern eras are more insular in nature. Boaragaming
because of mass availability, low cost, and the mystique of commanding entire ARMIES
has portrayed itself as America's chief contribution to wargaraing. and, as paradox
ica/as it may seem, these groups have difficulty communicating, much less under-
standing, each othersmode of expression.

It is to this task that the large National clubs, such as the ^RNATIONAL
FEDERATION OF WARGAMING, have addressed themselves. The Prf^"^f^ ™*^f0*f
frustratinr but large National Conventions and large general interest publications
are the s?eP toward^n interco-operation that may produce AN American Scene.

MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARWY »

CONVERSION OF AN AIRFIX FIGURE INTO

A JAPANESE SAMURAI

by
•

E. T. Hall

Samurai conversion from Airfix advancing knight
with spear.

fc>ToJ* HeCwfifc cewM

hoed of ^r«wV^c\A«>/^c^ui>e^

oKhxu

QH*w«ft

/"

&_Ul^u(^ ew-vw>vcf-
Lix^C-

lu. o- kttc*^ tfcuw
tasfarts a39 ,V\A-

j^j^^f*^**^' eff*^
. " ~l~~ »i«n lartre bodv armour in lacquered iron and leather - brown, red,fSSFSown,"tlaCraeSS0l«e!8eAPpS gaudy decoration, especially to clothes, add

badges as cuirass', shoulder guards, etc., if desired.
If it is wished a quiver and long eow can be put on the figures back and a scabbard

and sword at the left hip.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

A WORLD WAR I CRUISER ACTION

(Fought as a Solo Game)

by

P.M.Street

Note on Battle

Cardboard shapes of the ships were used (from Jane's Fighting Ships) as these
make excellent targets for the salvoes of tiddlywinks.

Forces.

British - Good Hope
Devonshire

Falmouth

German - Gneisenau *

Prince Heinrich

Stralsund

Augsberg
Numberg

(Those without a copy of Jane's fighting Ships at hand should note that those
marked * are armoured cruisers - approximately equal to 2 Falmouth class or 3 German
light cruisers as shown.)

(Students of Naval Warfare will observe that the Dritish stand next to no chance
provided the Germans were handled properly - reason - Gneisenau).

The action developed into a running fight summarised by this diagram:-

DIRECTION OF SAILING

Each side was scoring hits until the wall of the wall of the room forced all the
ships to turn to port. x'he British closed the range in Nelsonian fashion and were
shattered by the accurate fire of the German vessels (notably the 8.2" guns of
Gneisenau).

Falmouth made a break but was pinned by Augsberg to port and Nurnberg to star
board.

Stralsund fell back from the main action because a 9.4" shell from the Good Hope
had caused a huge fire on her starboard side.

The armoured cruisers fought it out alone. A virtually intact Prince Heinrich
had converted Devonshire into half ship, half scrap iron. Good Hope had lost most of
her guns when a complete broadside from Gneisenau rolled her over. A little later,
under the sideboard, the Prince Heinrich finished off the Devonshire. There only re
mained the three light cruisers blasting each other (very poor shooting by Nurnberg
who hit Augsberg twice). Away next to a copy of the rules and a book on Corone 1 which
had been left out (perhaps the ^ritish should have seen this as a bad omen). Anyway
enveloped in flame the Falmouth was turned over. The Germans were at about half
strength.



30mm FIGURES

FOR WARGAMES AND DIORAMAS

BY CHAS. C. STADDEN

This range isuniversally recognised as the linest sculpted range
of figure's in this scale. Ideal for making dioramas or for the
more exacting wargamers, these top quality Stadden 30mm
ficures are the cheapest available. This ever-expanding range
covers the Seven Years War, American War of Independence,
Napoleonic Wars, Crimean War, Zulu War, North-West
Frontier, First and Second World Wars and many other
periods are in preparation. The range includes foot and
mounted figures. Available unpainted only.

By streamlining our production weare now able tooffer
these figures at vastly reduced prices.

INFANTRY FIGURES - 10p each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS, etc - 20p each

MOUNTED FIGURES - 60p each

TRADITION . 188 PICCADILLY . LONDON W.l



•\k UNIFORMS OF MARLBURIAN INFANTRY

by

B. Marlowe

In general, equipment details and descriptions
vary from vague to non-existent and although Marl
borough has a reputation for looking after his troops
very well, he and his staff do not appear to have been
very interested in keeping records or issuing de
tailed, written instructions regarding regulation
dress etc., and much appears to have been left to
the discretion and fancy of the regimental colonels,
apart from a basic requirement of 'good quality cloth'. •
for the coats which, after replacement, was to be used to make a waistcoat, ana a
pair of 'good' stockings, breeches and shoes and a 'good'strong hat well laced', -
to quote Lawson Vol. I.

Generally after 1702 the coat was red although this seems to vary from scarlet
to crimson, but breeches, stockings and linings of coats appear to vary widely with
almost unlimited permutations.

Some typical combinations mainly quoted in C.P.Lawson Vol.1 are as follows:-

7th 'Fusileers' 1703

11th Regt 1705 (sgt)

22nd Regt Officers

2nd Foot Guards

3^th Regt 1703

Bretons Regt 1705

COAT CO VS LINING BREECHES STOCKINGS

Red Blue Grey Grey

Red

(goId lace trim)
Yellow White

Crimson —
Grey White

Red Blue White White

Red

(White trim)

Grey Grey Grey

Red
—

Light Willow
Green

—

Kains Regt 1?11 (sgt) Red (silver
laced pockets
sleeves & belts)

Red

Green

Wynns Regt 1705

Queens Royal Regt
1715 (Grenadier)

Yellow

Red (faced blue, Blue
inc. cuffs trimmed

white)

Blue

Red White

In all known cases, the hat and shoes were black and the neckcloth white. Waist-
coats were generally red, occasionally buff, grey or white.

These arc British examples. European examples can be found in Funken's "Le
Costume et les Armes des Soldats de Tous les Temps" Vol. I.

Bring- /vew Realism and skill to your &amps

with our new

NAVOL-EONIC

vv(\RG-f\me rulE£
CPROFESSIONALLY PRINTED AND BoUA/p)

SPECIAL FE/\TUB.fS INCLUDE DETAILS Of ORGANISATIONS

AMP FORMATIONS For THE MA To ft. COMBATANTS

GOp (POST FREe)
£.t7.REEp ,k8 Milford Court, Brighton Road, Lancing,

Sussex.



1972. WARGAMES CONVENTION

This is to announce that the 1972 National Wargames Convention will
be held in Leicester at the Post House Motor Hotel, from 6.0 p.m. on
Friday, September 29th to 6.0 p.m. Sunday, October 1st, 1972.

The main event will of course be the quarter finals, semi-finals and
finals of the National Wargames Championships. This year there will be
six periods in the competition,/ancients.Medieval, 1550-1650, Napoleonics,
American Civil War and World War II (infantry action). The preliminary
rounds of these competitions will be held on a regional basis at regional
conventions held in the spring. These will be organized by the eight
regional committees. Clubs will not this year require to enter complete
teams, as all rounds will be run a«? individual knockouts. Individuals may
enter separately too.

It is intended that this year there will be a junior competition for
club teams of three players not older than eighteen on the 31st December,
1972. The three periods will be Napoleonics, American Civil War and World
War II, which will run as a team knockout, the finals being held at the
Convention.

There will also be a series of individual competitions in a number
of periods including gladiatorial combat, medieval hand-to-hand combat,
colonial warfare, western gunfi?hts, Western Desert tank warfare, etc.
If you have any further suggestions for these competitions please let us
know.

All entries to the National and Junior Competitions must come direct
to the Convention Secretary accompanied by an entrance fee of £1 which
includes the cost of rules and entree to the Convention itself, by
31st January, 1972. Names of entrants will then be passed to the. Regional
Secretaries for organization of the regional competitions.

Note: No player will be allowed to compete in both the" National
and the Junior Competitions. However, under eighteens may
compote in the National Championships in preference to the
Junior Competition if they wish.

Details of rules, arr.-.y lists, etc. will be circulated shortly.
The rules will be issued to all entrants by the end of the second week
in February, in good tiir.e for the Regional Competitions.

Further information concc-rning individual competitions will be
issued later, as will details of the painting and diorana
competitions which as usual will be held at the convention.

Apart from a large number of trade stands, th.-re will be scope for
club displays. Any clubs who are interested in.participating should let
us know as soon as possible.

Further attractions will include a display by members of the Sealed
Knot and, provided there is sufficient interest, a social evening and
disco on the Friday, in order to increase the involvement of wives and
girlfriends. Lst C3 3:r.ow as soon as possible whether you would be •
interested in atte-idinn the later event.

If you have any queries regarding the Convention, or any ideas
concerning other possible activities sjch as inter-club wargames and
beard, games, including diplomacy, which we hope to be able to fix up, we
would-be grateful if you could let us have them as soon as possible.

We look forward to your entries for the competitions and your usual
support iji helping us to put on this year's programme.

Yours sincerely,

TREVOR HALSALL

for the Organizing Committee, 1972 National Wargames
Convention.

Please note: All correspondence regarding the Convention should be
directed to the Convention Secretary, Mr. G. Robertson,
26 Westover Road, Braunstone, Leicester, LE3 3DT.
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"Really!! Change the name of the Newsletter? You'll be giving away plastic
daffodils with it next.

Mr. Lord's letter from Ontario seemed rather out of place in the Newsletter,
though I am not criticising this. I am a hiker myself and I know of at least three
others who combine the two hobbies, I wonder if there is anything about them, except
they are opposites. A side note relating to this, when I was on a National Park
Warden-cura-Mountain Rescue course recently we shared the hills with some British
Army Regulars (not T.A.), we were all appalled at their old fashioned equipment and
overall "green-ness", and we are far from expert. Half-speed up a mountain side is
far too fast for the British Army (sorry Charles Grant).

Anyway, keep up the good work, strange you haven't written an Editorial I dis
agree with for ages!"

Clive Darke of Manchester.

00O00

"Not all Americans approach the hobby from a viewpoint of intense competition.
I, for one, do not. Unfortunately, those that do are more vociferous and draw the
lion's share of the attention. However, there are many gamers in America who share
your point of view. Personally, when the game no longer is fun there is no reason
to continue in the hobby. I would much rather lose a good, close, hard-fought con
test than win one which has been marred by arguments, etc."

Donald Greenwood of Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

00O00

Dick Tennant (who sent details of the Wargames Computor mentioned in January
Newsletter) writes:-

"The possibilities of this unit are very exciting but I do not think that this
can be easily applicable to land warfare. However, we are making an appraisal of the
logic values employed and hope to be able to modify the design so that it could be
used for Napoleonic land campaigns. If anything comes from it I will write to you
further.

The main problem seems to be in the area of damage indication since it only re
cords "hits" but does not quantify them - this would be O.K. for artillery but to be
of value the computor should be able to handle the whole range from skirmishers to
artillery batteries

00O00

"Please don't change the time-honoured title - just give us more news (and
fewer battle reports!)

//hile agreeing with your general opinion re the National and Regional re
organising of the Annual Wargames Championships, there are a couple of points in
your December editorial that I would challenge. As I understand it, the rules to
be used are to be decided upon by the National Committee which will have one repres
entative from each of the eight regions. Apart from any Research Group vested in
terests, Leicester and Bristol are known to publish their own rules and will certain
ly also have vested interests. This may apply to other regions too and some com
promise will have to be reached.

Your expression "the desire to go one better than the organisers of the previous
year" implies that this is something of a dishonourable ambition, whereas in my view
it should be an avowed point of honour for the organisers to improve the Convention
annually.

Apart from that, there is no escaping the fact that you started the ball rolling
and you proposed that the winners organise the next Convention, so perhaps you should
not have let it get away from you in the first place!"

Malcolm Woolgar of Worthing.

00O00
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-Herewith Ienclose my ^^^^l^X^^^^^^6'^adversity you will continue to maintain ^ "tJ^tft. your American reader-
December issue cover intrigued me -was it ^esxgne P tation of Wellington's
ship?! I often wonder what would have happened to zneir » both
Army if Waterloo had not followed New gleans. ^£* *paralleled except by the
battles. The loss of 2,000 men in 20 minutes J* JJ^g.Pw«t (18?0). Pakenham

bargaining stranglehold on the Mississippi valley.

recently that the troops liked i^«viewsJ " - that his study ofable to meet David Chandler -re^ers mightybe interested noxt year>
Ser°hKiS^^

Might I plug something else too - Wallace Breeds WJ*^j^J*$£
paperbacks 35p)is almost the most ••^^1.^^rS*»it five barbarianOf XXth Valeria Victors legion holding the Rhine ^ng^™e ?re with the collapse
tribes in koG A.D. That year spelt the doom £Q^ai ^nageddon of U10 followed,
of the Rhine frontier and of «^" *hJ/£^^ Jalfand devotee of Mithra who
Served SEbS S^£?Z&^*» «" — «" ""*" "
best, really existed.

are first and foremost individuals!"
Randal Gray of London.

ooOoo—

CLUB NEWS

Peter Amey writes:- "Wargaming is still going/^/^sofcnurch HalColchester Wargames ^ociation meet every .atnrday at &̂ ^^
(thanks to the Rev. Joe Bell - who has "centxy * _ „ lft0nlo Napoleonic
13th and 17th Light Dragoons!). de fight *h"* m*x" * War r Ancient, Modern and
and of course Napoleonic plus some diversions into World war i,
everything between,

guessed - Napoleonic."

The

L

my

ooOoo

I1 am glad to say that Ithink you are using your editorialIt,, gooc[jfg*-
agree with your comments on the at-na\^ast Convention for me'was also my first
read my own in our "Broadsheet" No.10. The last Convene holding the
and Iam sure there «ul^V/T/ta«£neS"as eSecSngt it was something entirelyevent. It was not the spirit/chat-togetberI was ^3 throughout the Country to getdifferent. If two days are no enough for "^garner sthr travelling around
together then I don't know what is. It is definitely not
the countryside."

Joe Newton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

00O00

,Many thanks for yet another year of excellent reading My husband^I have
recently started a Wargames Club, so perhaps you will be hearing
successful efforts in the not too distant future.

Mrs. J.K.Leniston of British Forces P.O. 15-
00O00



HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

HINCHLIFFE MODELS ANNOUNCE THE FIRST OF THEIR NEW SCALE

FIGURES

Having been asked so many times over the last few months for
figures and equipment of the World War II period in 1/76 (or kam
to the foot) scale we are pleased to announce the first of what
will be a comprehensive range of models of the 1939-45 era. The
first of this new range are of the German Army, Infantry, Para
troops, Panzer Grenadiers and of course their equipment, 105
Howitzers, Nebelwerfers, - we could go on for the rest of this
page but let us wait until they are all ready for release.

This range will take in all the major armies of the conflict with their auxili
ary equipment.

The Colonial period has been enlarged over the last month with addition of
Afghans, "Fuzzie-Wuzzies" and Zulus. Regular Indian Infantry and Lancers should be
released in the very near future, as should the Gatling-gun and crew.

As always the Napoleonic fans have been well catered for, Napoleon and his Staff,
Russian Cavalry and many others too numerous to mention. We also have taken time out

to re-make many of our original figures to get over the problem of thin legs, etc.
We do this so that you end up with the best that we can produce and we are constantly
investigating methods and materials so that we can keep the very high standing the
Hinchliffe Models have set themselves.

If you have difficulty in obtaining our range do not hesitate to write direct,
in most cases we can get your order off the next day.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England. HD7 3NX

M
A range of Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
Illustrated Catalogues from vour dealer n> direct. 13p post free

A. A. JOHNSTON - «;*«,„ <&M &%ini,
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

— in addition to all Don Featherstone's excellent titles, we stock virtually
every title obtainable for .Vargamer and Military History enthusiasts. Below
are a few of particular interest, price includes post:

MODEL SOLDIERS: A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by P.Blum.
(New English edition due any day). Stiff paper covers 80p. Hardbound £1.40p.

Publishers are now doing much for Wargaraers, the following titles have all been
produced with them in mind:

UNIFORMS OF MARLBOROUGH'S WARS by A.Kipling. Illstd. inc.colour. £1.32p.
Knight's Battles for Wargamers (3 titles £1 ea.) SARATOGA 1777; BORODINO 1812;
and FIRST BULL RUN 1861.
Osprey Men-at-Arms Series (4 titles .CI.32 ea.) all prof.illstd.inc. colour.
THE BLACK WATCH; THE STONEWALL BRIGADE; FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION; and FOOT
GRENADIERS OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD.

MINIATURE LANDSCAPE MODELLING by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 70p
MINIATURE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. ' 71p.
PLASTIC SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT Assembling, Detailing, Converting by W.R.Matthews.
Hardbound, prof, illustrated including colour. £1.70p.
NARROW GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS by M.Andress. Prof.illstd. (Particularly useful
for modelling terrain, etc). Hardbound. £1.60p.
Almark's excellent range, all nrof.illstd. inc. colour, essential for colour
reference. REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO - £1.85p; INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS 1880-1914
- £1.85p; BRITISH INFANTRY COLOURS - £1.60p; BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-
191** - £l.'f5p; GERMAN INFANTRY 1914-1918 - £1.60p; WAFFEN SS Its Uniforms,
Insignia and Equipment 1938-1945 - £2.36p; BRITISH MILITARY MARKINGS 1939-45 -
£1.85p; WEHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS 1938-1945 - £1.75p? FRENCH NAPOLOONIC
ARTILLERY - £1.60p; AMERICAN CIVIL WAR INFANTRY - £1.45P5 GERMAN ARTILLERY
191^-1918 - £1.45?; GERMAN COMBAT UNIFORMS 1939-1945 - £1.35Pi SOVIET COMBAT
TANKS 1939-19^5 - £1.50p.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo - R.K.Riehn.
Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - .si.38?.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 - R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour guide,
companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

ALL THESE AND MANY MORE - SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE LISTS.



MUST
LIST

As the principal (the most indispensable) items in wargaming are tne moaei
soldiers we use, it is always exciting to inspect and handle new ranges of figures.
This month is really exciting because there are no less than FOUR different maker's
products to review. Whilst, at Miniature Figurines, I was shown the first of a
really exciting new range of figures which could almost revolutionise many of our
concepts of wargaming - these will be reviewed at great length in a later issue.

The first figures under review are made by the incomparable Charles Stadden and
are available from Tradition at 188 Piccadilly, London. When paying a Christmas
visit to this breathtaking establishment, I was informed by Roy Belmont-Maitland (a
man who truly has his finger on the pulse of the model soldi-er and militaria field)
that the recently announced reductions in price of Stadden figures also applied to
their 30mm wargames range - which have been reduced to HALF their original price and
now sell at 10P per infantry figure! This throws wide-open the wargaming field for
tnose who are fighting in the 30mm scale and, with good reason, bitterly complain of
the grave lack of availability of these figures. This Stadden range, made with the
same skill and clarity that goes into his 54mm figures, covers Napoleonic, British
Colonial, Seven Years War and World War I periods with a very fair variety of figures
in each. Specialist figures such as musicians and standard bearers cost 20p each
whilst cavalry cost 60p. These beautiful figures are available from the Tradition
shop and I have been asked to point out that one of the factors that have made this
fantastic reduction possible is that they are basically for personal shoppers as this
very busy establishment just does not have the time to pack and post figures. So if
you live too far away from London and want to avail yourself of this reduction, then
ask a friend m the area to visit the shop and purchase your requirements - there are
no*X8ts available of these figures. In passing, I might also add for those who
collect Britain's 54mm figures, that there is a vast selection available here.

For some time Les Higgins Miniatures (The Square, Earls Barton, Northamptonshire)
nave turned out superb wargames figures in 20mm and 30mm scale but the former have
never really received due credit if only because, being made in true 20mm scale, they
just did not fit in with those of other makers and with Airfix, aTT"of whom are
really making figures in 25mm scale. Therefore Les has got his head down and has
come up with a very extensive range of 25mm figures which fit in very well with those
of Miniature Figurines, Hinton Hunt and Airfix. As the enlightened are aware, Les
Hlggins iigures are quite something and this range puts at the wargamer's disposal
yet another source of extremely worthy figures to grace their battlefields. The
niCely illustrated catalogue gives pictures of all figures in the 25mm range which
includes Napoleonic and British Colonial periods at the moment. They are sold in
packs of four foot figures or two mounted figures for 29p per pack. The 30mm figures
sell in single figure packs at 24p per foot figure and 48p for horses. There are
also artillery pieces in 20 and 25mm scale at 38p per pack of parts. As I have said,
one of the exciting things about wargaming is seeing new figures so, if you are not
laminar with the Les Higgins range I urge you to write at once for a catalogue and
for a sample grouping of these figures at prices mentioned above plus 8p postage up
to 50p order,and 15p postage up to a £1.25p order.
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Peter Gilder, who mak
knack of sending me sample
pewter. Not only does thi
details of the figure to b
me include some very fine
in various firing positions
mounted figures - a Native
mounted officer with binoc
ure to take orders!

the very fine Hinchliffe 25mm figures has the happy
that are coated and polished so that they rather resemble
give a very impressive effect but also enables all the
clearly detected. The latest range that Peter has sent

Foot and Cavalry of their Colonial range, including Afridis
including lying down, British Infantry and three gorgeous
warrior brandishing a tulwar, a Bengal Lancer and a

ulars from whom any wargames figure would find it a pleas-

«.v, ,? ^ fairness J mU5t remark that Hinchliffe's 25mm figures do NOT fit in with
nearerlommeUrOn 5!*S!!4 *i H^i&t^t figurines and Les Higgins and in fact they arenearer 30mm. On the other hand, neither do they match in with the already mentioned
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Stadden 30mm figures which are in fact more like"a 35ram figure. This makes life very
complicated for the wargamer whose reactions are pretty fairly summed up in a letter
I have received from Chris Speedy who says:

"With regard to the Must List reviews of figures. With the increase in the
number of new manufacturers all of whom seem to interpret scales as plus 5mm there is
a need when reviewing figures to give an accurate measurement from base to head. For
example, encouraged by glowing reviews in the Newsletter, I recently purchased a
battalion of the new Hinchliffe figures. True they are very good but whereas they
would fit beautifully with your 3°mm Scruby and SAE they look out of place with my
25mm Miniature Figurines. I think it would be very helpful to wargamers like myself
who live far from model shops if all figures reviewed mentioned both the maker's
scale and the actual scale."

Last but not least I have received some figures from Warrior Metal Miniatures
(23 Grove Road, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire), a new maker whose figures improve
with each lot I see. This time Ray Seton has gone into the 25mm range and has turned
out some very pleasant little figures in the English Civil War period. In addition
to a supply cart with supplies at 45p and a cannon at 25p, the figures include
personalities such as Charles I, Rupert and Cromwell plus a preacher, a general with
a map, a Highlander, a musketeer and a Royalist Mounted Standard Bearer. These are
very worthy additions to the available ranges of 25mm figures and will particularly
attract the English Civil War wargamer who needs "personalities" that might not be
available from other makers. The prices were not indicated with the samples I re
ceived but the Warrior advert would seem to say that foot figures are 5p whilst
cavalry are 12p but there may well be an extra charge for these personality figures.

I went to the new National Army Museum the other day and can only suggest that
readers take the first available opportunity to tear up to London and wend their way
around this beautifully laid-out and vitally interesting museum. In addition to all
the items on show, there is also Reading Room facilities and a Library (open to hold
ers of readers' tickets which may be obtained by applying in writing to the Director
of the Museum). It is possible to obtain a considerable number of plates, prints and
books from the bookstall.

One of the interesting features of the Museum is a recording appliance which,
when a button is pressed, one hears Regimental Marches and songs sung by soldiers
back in Victorian days. In the last connection, Argo Records (of the Decca Recording
Company) have produced an LP "Songs and Music of the Redcoats" containing a selection
of songs from Lewis .linstock's book of that name (published by Leo Cooper at £3.50).

Dave Watson at Harlow Minitaria has some most interesting plastic coated Outline
Maps which can be used with water based marker or chinagraph pencil which can be
cubbed out and used again. The maps are 32i" x 43^", contoured, county or state
border; North America, Scotland, Great Britain, Asia. Uncontoured U.S.A., England
and Wales. They sell at 50p each with 15P extra for postage. 20p postage for 3 and
more than 3 are sent post free. These excellent maps, scaled about 10" to the mile
are absolutely ideal to use for campaigns and you had better get in quickly because
Dave only has 200 of theml

British readers are probably aware that it is possible to obtain through War-
gamer's Newsletter all Avalon Hill games and details of prices, delivery, etc., can
be obtained by writing to the Editor. The latest game turned out by this enterpris
ing organisation is called "ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR II". It is a re-creation of the
diplomatic conflicts between 1935 and 1939 with each player taking the part of the
diplomat of his Nation making alliances and peace agreements with other Nations. The
player whose strategy of power-politics best contains Hitler's Germany wins. Where
conflicts arise a diplomatic attack occurs which must be resolved either by secret
agreements with other players or through diplomatic muscle. For realism, diplomatic
muscle is allocated to players exactly as it accrued historically. This game is
available through Wargamer's Newsletter at £3-90p plus 85p postage and packing.

Also available at the National Army Museum are a series of Military Covers -
these are envelopes on which is printed a coloured picture, they can be used as
normal nostage envelopes or retained as a collectors item. They cover a number of
Regiments and many of the outstanding military events of.British history.

I have previously mentioned Disques Serp of 6 Rue de Beaune, Paris VII, France.
I have just received their latest catalogue and note with interest that they have put
out a new range of LPs, mostly reflecting French history (and in that language) but
also including records of military music of many countries including England, America,



Russia, France, Imperial Russia, etc., etc.

Ironclad and American Civil War Naval Wargame Rules have been devised and pub
lished by the Naval Wargames Society (U.K.) and can be obtained from the Secretary,
16 Hugo Road, London N19 3EU. These rules appear to very thoroughly handle the
period for which they are written and their authors Keith French and John Wallis,
have obviously acquired a considerable degree of experience in building them up. At
30p they seem a very good buy and if ever I have time to do any Naval wargaming again
I have no doubt that I would get a lot of fun out of testing them.

Published by the Method Publishing Company Limited, Duke Street, Golspie,
Sutherland, Scotland, the Army Diary for 1972 (selling at £2.95p) is a superb publi
cation. Their first diary for 1971 has graced my desk throughout the year and, turn
ing over the pages for each day, never fails to reveal some interesting and time-
consuming piece of reading about the critish Army and its history. This year's diary
is packed with pictures and interesting material plus a paragraph for each day re
lating some little incident or thought of a military nature. Admittedly, when you
read this Christmas will be long past but as it is being written prior to the Festive
Season, I can only say that if I had not received a review copy of this diary from
the publishers, then I would be most upset if nobody included it in my Christmas
stocking!

Airfix have brought out a fine addition to their Waterloo range in their new
British Hussars set. The box contains 36 pieces which make up into 12 figures in
various poses and, of course, 12 horses - usual types but with shabraques and pointed
saddle-cloths. The figures themselves have a certain 'solid' look about their full
shapes, which, when painted, will look very like their more expensive metal counter
parts. A small criticism - in spite of allowing for the size of a colback and the
pelisse these men all have shoulders to match Rock Hudson and there is one trooper
wh^se arm is a trifle long ... for if lowered to his side the hand would come oppos
ite the knee! Nevertheless, they are a good set: 7 are carrying swords in a variety
of poses; one has a carbine (not firing); one carries a lance plus pennants; a lovely
trumpeter; an excellent kettle-drummer and finally there is that old favourite with
Airfix, the cavalryman who will not leave his fallen horse and invariably crouches
behind it. Besides the British Hussars that can be cheaply achieved this set provides
the basis for every branch that wore the pelisse; conversions will give many new
units, but just painting will make K.G.L. Hussars; Chasseurs a Cheval de la Garde;
Elite companies of Chasseurs a Cheval and French Hussars, Artillerie a Cheval, etc.,
etc. The range goes on and on and not only in Napoleonic style. The legs of the
figures are notclearly either boots or overalls so that the Crimean enthusiast can
form his Charge of the Light Brigade set-up.

It is a superb pack which will give hours of work to many wargamers and hosts
of new troops to many battlefields.

A visit to the opening day of the Model Engineering Exhibition revealed a great
emphasis on model soldiers and wargaming and even more emphasises the incredible in
crease in the selection of figures available for the wargaraer and collector. Among
other pleasing items I noticed the first of the very attractive little 20mm World War
II figures being produced by Hinchliffe with the intention of "filling-in the gaps"
left by the Airfix kits of that period. The 25mm Warrior range looked very nice on
display when painted up and some of the English Civil War figures would do credit to
any army of that period. Peter Gilder, who designs the figures and accessories for
Hinchliffe, revealed a fascinating programme for the months ahead including vehicles
and items of equipment that will add colour to many a battlefield.

Jack Mansfield, that effervescent Canadian wargamer, is now turning out a bi
weekly Newsletter "SIGNAL" which reports on conventions and events of wargaming in
terest in Canada and America, on the latest books, games, figures, etc., etc. In
evitably it is largely slanted towards American and Canadian readers who are constant
ly being recommended to items made and on sale from Great Britain. At the same time
one notices new items from America such as a new line of 20mm Napoleonic troops put
out by G.H.Q., 20 East 46th Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55409, U.S.A. These
figures are reported to be "by far the very best troops we have ever seen in that they
have near human proportions" but they are reported to be incompatible with any other
troops of 20mm size due to their being very small. G.H.Q. are the American firm that
turn out the mini armour tanks and vehicles.
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BOOKS
SCOTTISH REGIMENTS AND UNIFORMS 166Q-1Q14 by

A.H.Bowling.to" x 6"; 64 pages; innumerable line
drawings, photographs and coloured plates. Almark
Publications - £1.50; papercover £1.00).

This is a new expanded edition of an early
Almark book. It includes all the original material
Plus two new colour plates and 32 additional groups

s Over 130 uniftms-L^^
tnat no lift ^l ^ ^^^ Md ^oto^^' At this price, here is a book
sourcrorinformatCo:LngHWarSamef-Can ^ W"h°Ut aS itS C°ntents PrOV"e an invaluablesource ol information when painting up figures.

mit»c.ITISH CAVk^RY ?TAW1)ARns ^ Dino Lemonofides. (8" x 6"; 55 pages; 7 colour
cover sl!25)me P1 '" *** ^ drawinSs' Almark Publications6- £1.75, paper-

f-«lo„!hi! iM COmpanion volume to the same authors earlier work on British Infantry
aeJSonmenr S?"^" ?J ^^ °f ^"^ R««i»ental Standards and theJr *
resPecrjor^he LJho taUtlfUll\Pr°dUCed ^ PaCked With S° mUch -Serial that onesrespect for the author's researches must be considerable. There is just no excuse
for cavalry cantering around the wargames table without the colourful embellishment
of a Standard at their head when this book is available at such a realistic price?
.. TRIBAL CLASS DESTROYERS by Peter Hodges. (I
Almark Publications - £1.90, papercover £1.25). pages; 80 pictures.

moqt V** Naval v/argamer will find this book fascinating in its descriptions of the
most famous of the Royal Navy and Commonwealth destroyers of World War II. The shins
eve'rv ^L ?T' *$*£ ^^ ^ thelr «*"i~t±o2. are all clearly Ascribed anT
which f:hne ^\" $xcfured- There *• aPanwhe and glamour about destroyers
book «n? Kan W J" f6et m°St firmly Planted on land finds ^resistible - thisbook will give him some true knowledge about them also.

MODEL SOLDIERS by Peter Blum. (9*" x6^"; 40 pages with a picture per page.
Arms and Armour Press. £1.30, 75p papercover).

h«a„ ThiS/! ^ Amefican b00k reviewed in these pages a few years ago that has now
been amended so as to appeal to British and Commonwealth readers. It is an excellent
Uli v°lu<ne, describing in a clear, concise and understandable manner how to paint
model soldiers and artillery; converting; dioramas and displays etc. The line draw-

BATTLE HONOURS OF THS BRITISH ARMY by C. B. Norman,
illustrations; 4 maps. David and Charles - £4.20p).

This reprint of a book originally published in 1911 is an absolute mine of in
formation concerning the British Armies history from Tangiers 1662 up to the Boer War,
Each section contains a description of the battle, a list of the units involved to
gether with casualties and Battle Honours. This is an invaluable reference source

(8-J" x 5-?"; 500 pages; 7

not orly for the wargamer but for the military collector and historian, having under
one cover the sort of information that would take hours to find from other varied

(8£» x 5-J"; 65

sources.

E ALMA 18_5_4 (Battles for Wargamers Series) by Henry Harris.
Charles Knight and Company Ltd. 90p).pages; 7 maps.

This is another of the "Battles for Wargamers" series introduced by Brigadier
Peter Young and is written by Major Henry Harris whose books on model soldiers are
extremely well known. Being a finely detailed and accurate description of a well-
known battle of the Crimean War, this book is excellent. But, like the majority of
other titles in this series, apart from the introduction by Peter Young, it bears
little relation to wargaming except in the overall title. Nevertheless it will
ideally serve as a source of information and stimulation for the wargamer who wishes
to reconstruct the Battle of the Alma on a table-top terrain.
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LOOKING ^^

Model Soldier Conversions; reviews of new kits, figures, oooko,
of articles dealing with aircraft.

w i r. Nn a This Official Urgan of the Naval Wargames Society^SSSSfS^Sn L"°BatSi. Su-lln, lUnd Tactics, ANaval Carrier
Action Wargame plus new models etc.

DISPATCH -No.59. Magazine of the Scottish ^J^^jTiS^^^"contains articles on Vehicles in Service in the British Army, * figures,
with uniform instructions about various Scots Regiments plus reviews g
books, records, etc.^OMESDALBOOK -Nos 10 and 11 This publication is the Official Newsletter of tt.
international Federation of Wargamers C***l^d °^J**« Articles on Mediaeval items
contributor Gary Gygax as its "King". Contains fj^ou• J£«J he Mediterran-

interesting and unusual publication is a sort of American Sling ^
commended to those wargamers who are interested in the Mediaeval perx
D and C. Schleicher, 5122 W. Carmen Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630, U.S.A.
THE COURIER -Bulletin of the New En^^^^J^^^^'^^\?'nM^

e?s s= ^r^^-irss s^^KS^vlsionProblems in Napoleonic Battles; plus letters, reviews ana other features.

Tm„D,.,„TnMa, wftPfiftMlNJ - October 1971. Contains well illustrated articles on French

Napoleonic Grand Tactics; Napoleonic Miniatures; The Planes of World War I, plus
book reviews and other features.

Napoleonic Wargame series.
MODEL BOATS -January 1972. Articles with plans on the Italian Destroyers of World
War II.

AN SAIGHDIUIRIN -The Journal of the Irish Model Soldier Society No.2. Maintaining
fts attractive format and contents of the first volume, this -e contains articles
on Animals in Uniform; phoney Britain's figures; Moulding and Casting, book, plate,
figure, uniform reviews etc., etc.
THF SENTINEL - Official Publication of The Gardens High Wargames Club, Florida,
US.t- Volume 2, Numbers 1and 2. Avery high standard magazine for asmall group
of wargamers still at school. Contains some nice things abou ^ ^jj*^^
Members' visit to Southampton and England together with articles on Gunboats on the
River Don 1942-4; Adapting the Fletcher Pratt Rules to the Tony Bath System of Naval
Sargames; plus discussions Rules for aPost-Nuclear Conflict Wargame.
SOLDIER KtfAZXHE - December 1971- Beautifully illustrated as always and includes
articles on Puma helicopters plus many other articles, book and record reviews, etc.
Keeps you well up to date with the military world of today.

™ffiffig* - ».t- 1W. This housa "•"^B-g'SS? Sh°'' " '^^
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THE NOTICE BOARD

Bill Abrams, P.O.Box 139, West Camp, New York 12490, U.S.A. wishes to form an
informal miniatures group for the Upper Hudson Valley area. Interested parties send
name, age, address, phone number, and note areas of interest, i.e. Ancient, American
Revolution, Naval, etc.

ooOoo

"Just a quick note further to the account of the Wessex Society expedition to
Brussels. If anyone else is going to the Army Museum there, a shop within two
minutes' walk (across the main road and round a corner to the right) which sells
model figures etc., (including ours) is M. Vander Straeten, Rue des Antiques 79, B
1040 Brussels."

Mary Garamage (of Rose Miniatures).

ooOoo

"Having a grandson with whome I wanted to play H.G.Wells rules I set out to buy
the necessary artillery, and got two shocks - one in the shop at the price, the other
when I got home at the feebleness of the weapon. The model had been changed, much
for the worse, since I was the age my grandson is now.

So I fell to work, and with odds and ends found about the house made the piece
of medium artillery of which I send you a photo. It is, of course, a rough experi
mental model, and its appearance could easily be improved, but it has a range of 5
metres, rather more than double that of the shop model.

If any of your readers are interested in how it was made please contact me."

A.H.S.Cocks, Tremuir Cottage, Royce Way, West Wittering, Sussex.

ooOoo

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone outI.

ooOoo

Overseas subscribers sometimes kindly send addressed envelopes, complete with
postage stamps of their own country. Unfortunately the British Post Office will only
accept British stamps on outgoming letters so I have the beginnings of a collection
of unused foreign stamps. An International Reply Coupon is the answer, gentlemen.

ooOoo

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch,
no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged
for.

ooOoo

JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS 1944/45 (reviewed in November Newsletter) was announced
originally at .oil.50, the price to be increased to £12.60 after six months but it was
found, before this title was published, that the costs were higher than anticipated
and it was decided to publish at £12.60p.

ooOoo—-

WARGAMING IN MJDIAEVAL JAPANESE PERIOD - Continued from Page 10

Stationary Office. It also includes some information on warfare.

"A History of Warfare" by Montgomery of Alamein published by Collins also has a
good article on Japanese warfare although it does not do justice to the tactical and

strategical abilities to which some of the later commanders reached.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (#5«75)-

"NAVAL WARGAHES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5-75)•

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65P- (#5«75).

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).
"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#3.00).
"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75)-

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War 1845-6.
Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p. (#2.00).
"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.90p. (#8.00).
"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and uistorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon-

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (#6.00).
"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5.75)-

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules-for Mediaeval.period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p (#3.50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55P- (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an "additional 30 cents handling-
charge added to them.



Get every
f detail right

with Airfix

It's the little things - likethe opening hatches and elevating machine
gun on this Centurion tank-that really make the model! And
that's why AirfixConstruction Kits are so fantastically popular.

Every model is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect
replica of the real thing! There are nineteen series each made

to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose from at prices
from 2/11 to 23/6. From all good hobby shops. F.W.Woolworth.

and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.
Bottomleft: WorldWatI tank Bottom Centre: Ice Grant lank Tooleft: 88mm Gun Rielit Centurion

AIRFIX
The world's

biggest range of
construction kits

PLANES!

Over 150 to choose
from, including
aircraft from both
World Wars, modern
jet:, ami airliners.

STOP PRESS
HMS Victory. Here's a
complete book, from the
publishers of Airfix
Magazine, on HMSVictory
-its history and highly
detailed instructions
with many illustrations
showing how you can
add moving parts to your
Airtix model.
Price 21/-net from
your model/hobby shop,
bookshop or from.
Patrick Stephens Ltd.
9 Ely Place. London EC1

*»1

News, articles, conversions for modelling enthusiasts
every month in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2/6 from your model
shop or newsagent.


